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understand the ways Indigenous peoples influenced and guided the creation of the
‘West’ and the economic atmosphere. Barman calls Haudenosaunee people “ambitious,” “determined,” “remarkable,” and “assertive.” Nevertheless, I encourage historians to use bolder language: Indigenous nations in the colonial country of Canada
were, and are, sovereign nations with distinct and unique governing structures.
All in all, Iroquois in the West provides readers with a meticulous and in-depth account of how Haudenosaunee men traversed Indigenous lands, shaped fur-trading
policies, interacted with other Indigenous nations, and made new homes in foreign
lands. I recommend this book to all interested in advancing their knowledge of
Indigenous-Canadian histories.
Crystal Gail Fraser
University of Alberta
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This book presents a judicious, balanced argument about how the Toronto Board
of Education began to take account of students with special needs in the early 20th
century. It covers the years 1910 to 1945, while referencing the very different state of
affairs we find ourselves in today — “educators at this time simply did not yet possess
the modern sensibility that disability is not a deficit” (126). It gathers new evidence
from documents, student records, statistical analysis and interview data to explore the
complexities of what we call special education.
Special education was “one drop in an early twentieth century outpouring of reform” (11) intended to deal with urbanization, industrialization, and immigration,
while serving business interests. Jason Ellis follows a long line of educational historians who have examined how progressive policies formed the public education
system, at a time when progressive moves had the support of a disparate coalition of
reformers from the right and the left, as well as the support of educators intent on
expanding the system.
The book provides a detailed record of the people, ideas, and social movements
that began special education classes in the Toronto board and shaped them over their
early years. It puts data from a single school board in the context of educational
debates about disability, integration, eugenics, efficiency, testing, vocationalism, and
the purposes of education. It raises questions about how much public schools should
accommodate, whose responsibility it should be, and how “separate” and “equal” can
or cannot be combined. These are ongoing and critical issues for the system, useful
to see in historical perspective.
At the turn of the century, separate classrooms began to be the mechanism for accommodating differently abled students in school. “Auxilliary” education in Toronto
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included special classes for the physically, hearing and visually impaired as well as the
mentally challenged, “forest schools” for children at risk for their health, particularly
for tuberculosis, and ungraded classes for foreign children. All these students were
considered in some ways disabled, unable to meet the expectations of the regular
classroom. But they had their place in the public system, in ways that marked their
inferiority, and committed educators to their care and control.
When IQ testing was introduced in the 1920’s, the process of sorting students
became “scientific.” Testing increased, and special classes proliferated. Because dominant psychological thought deemed IQ innate and unchangeable, remedial instruction gave way to instruction that accommodated the specific and limited mental
capacities of children with low scores. Vocational preparation and emotional adjustment would make “the children healthier and happier,” through “a slower, more
detailed, more concrete and more intensive course of study” (80). Abstract thought
was not for these children.
At the same time at the secondary level, streaming became more pronounced.
Junior vocational schools, populated overwhelmingly by working class students,
served to keep young people in school, but segregated, until the newly raised mandatory leaving age of 16. Ellis points out that these classes enrolled only about 6%
of secondary school students in the mid 1930’s but “they laid the theoretical basis
for streaming two groups of high school students — working class and intellectually
disabled, into a single program” (108).
In the 1930s and 40s, researchers concluded that not all learning disabilities were
attributable to a low IQ. Some smart students had specific subject disabilities that
could be corrected. This led to a reemphasis on remedial instruction, and a change
in name from “auxiliary” to “opportunity” classes. These classes continued to enroll more boys than girls, and more working class students than middle class ones.
Furthermore, as the impact of eugenics had all but disappeared by 1945, psychologists paid more attention to the environment and contextual issues. As a result, an
expanded (and expensive) curriculum in remedial, handicraft, and vocational education became an entrenched feature of Toronto’s school curriculum, even during the
depression when such classes were cut to save money in other jurisdictions.
The change in language over time is striking to the modern ear. Ellis comments
on the difficulties of reproducing what we hear as prejudicial and biased language but
highlights the historical importance of doing so. Children were labelled backward,
mentally defective, retarded, feeble-minded, crippled, street Arabs, and more. Just
hearing the language makes one aware of the progress that has been made, despite
continuing arguments about the effectiveness and appropriateness of provisions for
children of differing abilities and talents.
The book profiles a variety of heroes, or villains, depending on your point of view,
while trying to provide a balanced view of their contributions. Many of them are
women: Helen MacMurchy, daughter of a headmaster, a pioneering physician, maternal feminist and unyielding eugenicist who fought to segregate the feeble minded,
with the support of socialist and Conservative trustees; Lillian Carruthers, an experienced teacher who sent letters to the Star challenging the experts’ view that mentally
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defective children were not educable; Adelaide Plumptre, a teacher and school board
trustee, head of the committee on dull, normal and retarded pupils in the public
schools, who was inspired by Pittsburgh’s trade schools in 1927 and led the effort to
bring the model to Toronto; and Marion Monroe, who convincingly and scientifically separated reading disabilities from general intelligence and provided guidelines
on remedial instruction.
But while giving attention to all the people who actively campaigned for changes
in special education, this book stresses the importance of social movements and academic expertise as they shape ideas about intelligence, health, and learning. Older
ideas which see disabled people as perpetually broken and in need of constant fixing
are still around, while new ones about inclusion are being championed by passionate
educators, influenced by different social movements with a different academic understanding of human capacity. While the focus of this book is limited to a specific
place and time, the ideas and debates it analyzes and illuminates continue to shape
discussions of special education today.
Jane Gaskell
University of Toronto
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For nearly one hundred years, tens of thousands of children from Indigenous communities across Canada attended boarding or residential schools funded by the
Department of Indian Affairs and operated by many of Canada’s largest Christian
denominations. Those possessing even a passing familiarity with Canadian history
know that the aim of these schools was to erase Indigenous culture and assimilate
Indigenous children into the broader Canadian population. What many people do
not know is that a significant number of these schools published a record of their
activities in newspapers that were produced as part of their own industrial training
programs. Today these same newspapers promise to open new perspectives on this
tragic chapter in Canadian history and perhaps even aid in contextualizing the challenges that face Indigenous peoples in the twenty-first century.
Jane Griffith’s book, Words Have a Past, makes a significant contribution to our
understanding of both Indian boarding schools and the newspapers they published
in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Reading these newspapers as part of the
evidentiary record is an enormously complex task that requires immense methodological sophistication. In the hands of a lesser historian such an undertaking could
have easily degenerated into a hopeless muddle. Griffith’s book, by contrast, yields
page after page of careful and nuanced insight.
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